
ALL ACCESS PASS

For further queries, contact info@metadefencelabs.com

Instructor led training modules (1 year access)
Official e-courseware (1 year access)
iLabs access (6 months Access)*
Certificate of Completion for each course
Exam Voucher (Includes 3 exam vouchers, additional
exams can be purchased for $400 each.)
Participants can audit any live ECC Course scheduled
in North America prior to pass expiration.(Must use
course materials provided with All Access Pass.)

Bundle includes the following
features:

For more information, visit: www.metadefencelab.com

Includes access to all available iLearn training videos

Discount not stackable. Single User License (non-transferable).
 
Additional Course Exams for $400 each *CCISO course requirements must be
met to challenge CCISO exam, else EISM exam will be given. 
No iLabs option for CCISO.
 
*No exam available for Core Concepts.
 
All Access Pass Program valid for one year. The clock starts ticking 24 hours
from when payment is received. After a period of one (1) year the program
expires and all courses are turned off. Speak to your rep to extend your
program for six months (6) for $1999. You can request your exams for up to
one year after your program expiration date. 
 
You can purchase additional exams at the package rate at any time. If a version
changes while your program is still active you will be given updated material,
but if it changes after your program is expired you will need to purchase an
extension to get new version

Retail Rate: $8,122.95
Bundle Rate:
$2,499Savings: $5,623.95

FEATURED COURSES:

ECSA V10
PEN-TESTING
Retail Rate: $718

CEH V10
ETHINCAL HACKING
Retail Rate: $718

ECSA V10
PEN-TESTING
Retail Rate: $718

CEH V10
ETHICAL HACKING
Retail Rate: $718



Vulnerability Assessment & Penetration Testing (VAPT) Track Bundle

Discount not stackable. Single User License (non-transferable). *No exam available for Core Concepts or APT. LPT is an exam
only (no course). All Access Pass Program valid for one year. The clock starts ticking 24 hours from when payment is received.
After a period of one (1) year the program expires and all courses are turned off. Speak to your rep to extend your program for six
months (6) for $999. You can request your exams for up to one year after your program expiration date. If a version changes while
your program is still active you will be given updated material, but if it changes after your program is expired you will need to
purchase an extension to get new version.

For further queries, contact info@metadefencelabs.com

You will learn to master an ethical hacking methodology that can be
used in a penetration testing or ethical hacking situation. You walk
out the door with ethical hacking skills that are highly in demand, as
well as the globally recognized Certified Ethical Hacker certification!
 
Then with the skills provided to you in the ECSA class, we bring you
up to speed with the skills to uncover the security threats that
organizations are vulnerable to. This can be achieved effectively with
the EC-Council iLabs Cyber Range. It allows you to dynamically
access a host of Virtual Machines preconfigured with vulnerabilities,
exploits, tools, and scripts from anywhere with an internet
connection.
 
Finally, we prepare you for the Licensed Penetration Tester Exam by
teaching you how to perform a professional security test as well as
how to produce the next most important thing: the findings and the
report!
 
The additional live ranges we provide in APT progress in difficulty
and reflect an enterprise level architecture. There are defenses to
defeat and challenges to overcome. This is not your typical FLAT
network! As the range levels increase you will encounter the top
defenses of today and learn the latest evasion techniques.
 
The format you will use has been used to train thousands of
penetration testers globally, it is proven and effective!

This track is designed to take you from ground
zero all the way through a Licensed Penetration
Tester in one year!

For more information, visit: www.metadefencelab.com

APT LPTECSA V10CEH V10

Retail Rate: $3,476.19
Bundle Rate:$1,599
Savings: $1,877.19

Bundle includes the following features 
for each course:

Instructor led training modules
Official e-courseware
iLabs accessCertificate of Completion for each
courseExam Voucher for each course*
LPT Application Fee



BUY ONE GET ONE

Discount not stackable. Single User License (non-transferable). *No exam available for Core Concepts.

For further queries, contact info@metadefencelabs.com

Instructor led training modules (1 year access)
Official e-courseware (1 year access)
iLabs access (6 Months Access)
Certificate of Completion for each course
Exam Voucher

Bundle includes the following features for each course:

For more information, visit: www.metadefencelab.com

Purchase one iLearn Training Course valued at $718 or above.

BUY 1 FULL & SECOND 
@50% PRICE

ADD A SECOND COURSE AT A DISCOUNTED RATE!

CTIACND V9

ECIH CHFI V9 ECSA V10

*CORE CONCEPTS


